Segregation of ON and OFF retinogeniculate connectivity directed by patterned spontaneous activity.
In many parts of the developing nervous system, the early patterns of connectivity are refined by processes that require neuronal activity. These processes are thought to involve Hebbian mechanisms that lead to strengthening and maintenance of inputs that display correlated pre- and postsynaptic activity and elimination of inputs that fire asynchronously. Here we investigated the role of patterned spontaneous retinal activity and Hebbian synaptic mechanisms on segregation of ON and OFF retinal afferents in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the developing ferret visual system. We recorded extracellularly the spontaneous spike activity of neighboring pairs of ganglion cells and found that OFF cells have significantly higher mean firing rates than ON cells. Spiking is best correlated between cells of the same sign (ON, ON; OFF, OFF) compared with cells of opposite sign (ON, OFF). We then constructed a simple Hebbian model of retinogeniculate synaptic development based on a correlational framework. Using our recorded activity patterns, together with previous calcium-imaging data, we show that endogenous retinal activity, coupled with Hebbian mechanisms of synaptic development, can drive the segregation of ON and OFF retinal inputs to the dLGN. Segregation occurs robustly when heterosynaptic competition is present within time windows of 50-500 ms. In addition, our results suggest that the initial patterns of connectivity (biases in convergence of inputs) and the strength of inhibition in the network each play a crucial role in determining whether ON or OFF inputs dominate at maturity.